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31th March 2020
Spring Greetings 2020
Dear Wanderers on the Path behind the «Paths»! Light, warmth, strength and joy I send to you all! Even when the events of this time are pushing people into anxiety and fear it is important to stay
awake and view the world attentively and to observe how the good earth is beginning to recover. To
recover from the damaging and self destructing rushing and harassing of all the people living on this
so beautiful and rich planet. Nature is breathing a sigh of relief. And the spring is helping and in
many places shows itself to be already most friendly and decorated with blossoms and flowers! Yes! It is true! All around the world so many people fall ill and the numbers of the ones swept away
are rising in every country. Poor, rich, young and old, - known and unknown, - people close, - dear
and loyal friends, - and the beloved ones in ones own family, - grandmothers and grandfathers!
Much grief and anxiety is spreading over town and country! And yet: You can, in the midst of all
these happenings become aware of a peculiar gentle stillness that is raising your attentiveness,
bringing your soul to shine. People, astonished, begin to discover again “The TRUE and
PERMANENT” behind the surreal racing and deceptive life of the last years! The GRACEFUL
MYSTERIOUSLY BEAUTIFUL of the celestial order and of earth nature when the artificial world
needs to fall silent and stop!
And the STRONG POWER of the GOOD EARTH, raising hope, confidence and courage!
Worldwide, human beings now need to recognise at heart that they have a new chance to rapidly
and thoroughly change their lifestyle and their behaviour towards this wonderful earth. This must
now not be gambled away!
Dear friends, it is now not important to reason and discuss if this so called «corona-virus» be of
natural or artificial origin: there you only lose time and strength! - Much more important is to
consider what can be learned and won from this major epidemic. It is truly a great opportunity and a
not to be missed occasion to begin an entirely new way of life and CULTURE WITH NATURE.
«The time after the illness» requires a whole new synarchic culture. As long as egocentric power
systems fight over world domination humanity is thrown from adversity to adversity! As long as
nature is enslaved and treated in a meaningless and callous way the future is darkened!
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„Now“ and „right now“ everyone is, all are called upon to search for the essential and to go with
Life! Now! At first the majority of people are facing very unusual, and in a way, new life situations. And
many will not «only» have to overcome the illness, but also a mutlitude of consequential impacts of
all kind. Everyone will be challenged! Free tasks and forcing duties are awaiting for all!
But also in this context it needs to be seen how more and more people begin to care for each other.
A renewed mutuality begins to show itself again. And the increasing mutual aid could well lead to a
new „Communal spirit“ engaging many nations!
A physical minute, but in its effectivness almost without measure, participant in the life-field of
overall nature – a usually not visible «virus» - effects in humanity a still not overseeable
consequential chain in all aspects of life and work of the human beings. And it is to consider, that it
is this «modern way of life» and this global economy that made it in the first place possible for such
a participant to reach such a world wide impact!
That which is addressed in this letter needs to be considered, contemplated and meditated in the
heart, please. Also thorougly perceived and felt.
Only then a new learning begins.
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